
BERRI RESERVE 
CREEK Adventure
When it rains water that falls on the roofs 
and street gutters, flows into storm water 

drains that feed the creeks or yaita kauwi pari 
(freshwater river). Creeks make their way to 

rivers, wetlands and eventually the sea. 
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Our Big Backyard St Agnes is supported by the City of Tea Tree Gully, Green Adelaide, the Department for Education, 
and Kaurna representatives through Warpuli Kumangka (the Green Adelaide/Kaurna Advisory Group) and Deadly Mob.
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SHAKE YOUR 
TAIL FEATHERS!
How many different types 

of birds can you see?

What do they look like?

What patterns or markings 
do they have?

What are they doing?

How many different bird 
calls can you hear?

Keep our wildlife wild. 
Please don’t feed the birds.

MAKE A STICK BOAT!
Will it float?

Choose natural things from the 
ground. Don’t pick any live 

branches, trees need them to 
survive. Always stay close to 
an adult when near water.

Have a boat race! 
Whose boat will win?

FEEL BARK FROM 
DIFFERENT TREES
Be careful not to knock bark 

off the tree, it is home to 
many types of animals.

Look closely, what do you see?

How does the bark feel?

Do your fingers touch 
when you hug a tree?

LIE UNDER A TREE
What sounds of nature 

can you hear?

Can you see any clouds 
 in the sky? What shapes 

do they make?

Observe what is moving and 
what is staying still.

This is a great way to relax, 
observe and just be.

BERRI RESERVE 
CREEK Adventure

FIND A GRASSY AREA 
AND BE ACTIVE

Run / walk / skip from tree to tree.

What other ways can you 
move in the grassy space?

JUMP FROM 
ROCK TO ROCK

Only jump as far as you 
feel comfortable.

Can you walk from one side 
of the creek to the other using 
the rocks as stepping stones?

What animals might 
use these rocks?

How long can you 
balance for?
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GIFFORD RESERVE 
& Butterfly Garden 

adventure
Children are scientists! Researching is 

imagining, thinking, predicting and testing 
ideas and asking more questions. 
How will you find the answers      
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Our Big Backyard St Agnes is supported by the City of Tea Tree Gully, Green Adelaide, the Department for Education, 
and Kaurna representatives through Warpuli Kumangka (the Green Adelaide/Kaurna Advisory Group) and Deadly Mob.
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Inspect a 

tree or shrub

Be careful, bark is habitat 
(a home) for many bugs. 

Blossoms attract insects too. 
Use your senses to 

feel, smell and look.

What can you hear?

Hug a tree!

Do your fingers touch?

How does the wind 
move the branches?

How many 

animal homes 

can you find

Can you see any nests?

Or holes for animals?

Under rocks or in water?

Be careful they might not 
like visitors poking about!

What animal lives there?

How can you find out?

Did you bring your 
magnifying glass?

Watch where you tread. 
Animals and plants are 

everywhere.
Create a picture 

or a pattern

So many natural things 
to find and use.

What are they?

Where did they come from? 
Tell a story with them!

Can you make something 
with them?

Leave your creation where it is 
and let it blend in with nature.

Torchlight Walk

It’s dark – what can you see? Hear?

On the ground, on the 
shrubs and in the trees?

Where are the sleeping birds?

What is awake and working hard?

Watch out for spider’s webs 
and light up the shadows! 

Show a Grown Up 

What You Like

Can they guess what 
you like to do?

What is your 
favourite spot or thing?

Why do you like it?

Take a photo or have an adult take 
one of you! Share it on Facebook.
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ST AGNES RESERVE
FOREST Adventure

The conservation area is protected for 
local plant and animal species and is 

regenerating naturally. Please use the 
rest of the park for your enjoyment. 
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Are any birds 
visiting from
the hills?

Yellow Tailed black 
Cockatoo - Wilampa
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Our Big Backyard St Agnes is supported by the City of Tea Tree Gully, Green Adelaide, the Department for Education,
and Kaurna representatives through Warpuli Kumangka (the Green Adelaide/Kaurna Advisory Group) and Deadly Mob.
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ST AGNES RESERVE
FOREST Adventure

Conservation area

As you enter the forest from 
Cinnamon Avenue you will walk 
through and alongside a special 

area that is being made into 
a sanctuary for native plants, 

animals, birds, and insects.

Look and listen carefully.
What do you see?

What sounds do you hear?

Enjoy the rest of the forest
for walking, running, rolling 
through and exploring with

your whole body.

Make a daisy 

chain in spring

Visit the forest in spring and 
you will fi nd daisies growing. 

These fl owers are not native
so you can pick as many
as you like. Make your

daisy chain into a crown
for your head. Make a

bracelet to give to a friend.

Look for Hover Flies 

Hover fl ies are native to
Australia and are stingless.

You will see them fl y through
the air and then stop, or hover,
in one place before fl ying off

again. Their job in the forest is
to pollinate and to control pests. 

Look at the way they move. 

How many hover fl ies
can you fi nd?

Walk through a forest

The forest areas are a good place
for building cubbies and playing

hide and seek.

Can you fi nd the dead forest?

Is it really dead? What is happening here?

Find the special

KARKOO (Sheoak Tree)

Walk under the branches of
the tree and look up at the
sky through the branches.

Can you fi nd any sheoak
cones on the ground?

How do they feel?

Did you know there are male
and female sheoaks?

Only the female sheoak has
the cone. After a while, the

cone segments open up
and a tiny seed drops out.

Build a cubby 

What can we use to build our cubby?

Choose things from the ground.
Don’t take any live branches as

trees need them to survive.

Be careful with the pointy ends
of the sticks. Building things

is a great way to problem solve
and work together.

Roll down the 

grassy hills

Find a grassy hill and roll down.

What other ways can you
get down the hill?

Moving in different ways 
develops children’s spatial 

awareness and motor skills.
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